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AOB Strategy

• Public outreach and education
• Product changes
• Managed Repair/Emergency Services
• Legislative solutions
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Call Citizens First
Under the overarching message theme of Call Citizens First, which encourages to
policyholders and agents to make Citizens their first call when they have a potential
claim, Citizens is using traditional and social media, agent trainings and direct mail pieces
to educate all audiences about:
o Policy language changes
o New project launches
o Rate impacts
o Fraud awareness.
• Landing pages for the campaign appear on both the public and agent websites to
provide a one-stop shop for Call Citizens First materials.
• A media kit was developed at the launch of the Call Citizens First campaign for
stakeholders and media outlets. Additional media kits are in development which will
feature campaign messaging.
• Direct-mail postcards were sent to Miami-Dade HO-3 policyholders with a Call
Citizens First magnet as a reminder of the Citizens claims reporting procedure. Based
on agent feedback, the response has been overwhelmingly positive.
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Product Change
Communications
A summary of Changes to Policy Language that Impact Claim Payments and
Coverage was published on www.citizensfla.com, along with links to the
approved water-loss filings.
The policyholder letter outlining policy contract language changes will:
• Clarify policyholder responsibilities following a loss related to emergency
and permanent repairs
• Encourage policyholders to provide prompt notice of loss so Citizens can
inspect damage before permanent repairs are made
• Delineate between reasonable emergency measures and permanent
repairs by setting allowances prior to Citizens inspection or approval
• Facilitate prompt claims handling services
• Provide contact information (Claims hotline, CCC phone number, adjuster
details) as a resource for questions and assistance.
In July, a direct-mail postcard started going out to affected policies reminding
them about the policy language changes and advising them to review their
policy or contact their agent for more information.
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Product Change
Communications
Improvements to the policy declarations packet help to reinforce the policy
change communications and provide pertinent information to policyholders
including:
• A policyholder ID card and claims reporting information
• Starting this month, all personal lines policyholders who request
an agent of record change receive an updated policyholder ID
card in with their updated declarations page
• Documents within the policy declarations packet are going to be
reordered to move the notifications of change to the front of the packet,
immediately following the ID card and in front of the invoice.
• Beginning in November, an informational brochure explaining what an
assignment of benefits is, what happens when an AOB is signed, likely
scenarios where they might encounter AOBs, potential pitfalls, associated
AOB costs and AOB fraud red flags.
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Industry Stakeholder and
Partner Communications
•

Citizens is actively working with agent association and industry stakeholder groups to
publish timely newsletter articles featuring the Call Citizens First campaign.
• Recent policy contract language changes, which go into effect for all HO-3,
HO-6 and DP-3 policies July 1, were highlighted in monthly newsletter and
industry stakeholder emails that reached approximately 107,500 readers.

•

As a follow up to in-person briefings with legislative and cabinet staff in early May, an
informational webinar on the recent policy contract language changes was held for
legislative offices in June. This cost-effective outreach allows Citizens to provide
legislators and staff with timely program updates and pertinent information affecting
their constituents.
• Additional webinars for legislative and cabinet staff are being scheduled
during October to address recent changes approved by the Office of
Insurance Regulation in Citizens’ 2017 rate filings.
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Agent Communications
•

Agents participate in increasing awareness of Call Citizens First by distributing
printed educational brochures that outline the claims reporting process and explain
what customers can expect once a claim has been filed. Citizens participated in agent
association conferences this summer to provide agents an opportunity to see the
materials printed and tell them how to order copies for their offices.

•

Agents can provide new and renewal policyholders with a copy of an identification
card at the point of sale for use until the policyholder receives their personalized card
with their declarations packet.
• Starting this month, all personal lines policyholders who request an agent of
record change receive an updated policyholder ID card in with their updated
declarations page.

•

A Call Citizens First information resource page is available on the Agents website to
provide a one-stop shop for Call Citizens First materials. This page is continually
updated to provide the most relevant information to Citizens’ agents.
• The page also is mirrored on the Public site to ensure accessibility for nonagent interested stakeholders.
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Press Materials
•

Through opinion editorials, press releases and media interviews, Citizens continues to
inform stakeholders about recent policy contract language changes, explains the
impact of continued water losses and increased assignment of benefits abuse on
rates.

•

In support of its 2017 annual rate filing, Citizens published a press release and media
kit in the News section of www.citizensfla.com. The kit included a breakdown of rate
indications by territory and county, FAQs and an updated Where does my premium
dollar go? infographic.

•

For the first time, Citizens has partnered with Florida Public Broadcasting Stations to
inform Floridians about current weather conditions and precautions. This partnership
has the potential to reach 99 percent of Floridians during hurricane season to
promote storm readiness and remind our policyholders to call Citizens first if they
have a potential claim.
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Threats to Financial
Strength – Miami-Dade

2014

2015
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Fraud Awareness
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Fraud Awareness
•

Citizens is continuing efforts to educate all audiences about the how fraud and
assignment of benefits abuse affects rates and causes delays in claims resolution
through brochures, infographics and opinion editorials.

•

Customers are empowered through information and educational resources to
understand insurance fraud is a serious crime. Fraudulent claims hurt policyholders
who must shoulder the burden of higher rates. Florida law requires that losses within
a particular geographic territory be paid by policyholders within that territory.
Everyone plays a part in stopping fraud.

•

Citizens has a responsibility to policyholders, agents, employees and all Floridians to
fight property insurance fraud. By providing practical advice and tips on identifying
fraud, Citizens rallies support behind the mission.
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Managed Repair
Program
•

Citizens is working on developing a customer focused Managed Repair Program
(MRP) comprised of two components: Mitigation/Emergency Services and Managed
Repair.
•

Mitigation/Emergency Services will be offered to eligible claimants at FNOL
• Services will be provided up to $3,000 or 1% of Coverage A limit, until
coverage is determined for all causes of loss that require mitigation
• Repairs made under these services will be considered temporary and will
not incur a deductible

•

Managed Repair focuses solely on permanent repairs
• Citizens and the insured mutually agree to enter the program
• Repairs are completed once the MRP is invoked to return the property to
pre-loss condition
• Any policy deductible is applied to permanent repairs
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Legislative Strategy
•

AOB reform is Citizens’ top legislative priority for 2017

•

Citizens will continue working with the Consumer Protection Coalition

•

Specifically, Citizens’ legislative strategy includes:
• Prohibiting vendors working under an assignment of benefits (or any
variation) from seeking fees under the one-way attorney fee statute;
• Creating statutory standards for an assignment of benefits to be valid; and
• Support efforts to license and regulate water damage restorers and/or the
adoption of standards of practice for water damage mitigation in Florida.
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